Presented by George A. Romero
The late George A. Romero was one of the world's most renowned horror film
directors. His movies still have an enormous following to this day and his
franchise Night of the Living Dead is one of the most succesful in the genre.
Through an exclusive agreement with his estate, The Cabinet of Fear will be the
first film ever to bear the "George A. Romero Presents..." imprint.

George A. Romero

Selected film works:
The Dark Half (1993)
Night of the Living Dead (1968)

Synopsis

A woman dies in a mysterious car accident. Her brother, a hacker nicknamed
Nick FREE, is determined to ﬁnd out what really happened using his
computer technology skills. But in the process he will have to face his inner
fears.

What is The Cabinet of Fear?
The Cabinet of Fear aspires to be the most frightening ﬁlm ever
made. Developed through neurofeeback techniques, it is based on
an experiment to ﬁnd out what are the most intense and common
fears in humans. An ABSOLUTE FIRST in movie history.

The other crucial element of the project is an app that offers an
enriched viewing experience (in a cinema theatre, or at home).
While engaging the audience, the app serves at the same time to
prevent piracy through geolocation techniques.

Conclusion
The Cabinet of Fear will have the same impact that The Exorcist had in the 70s, and change the
rules of ﬁlm business like the original Star Wars did by incorporating an app that works in synch with
the movie and offers a more immersive, interactive viewing experience.

Main features
The Cabinet of Fear will be presented as the
most frightening ﬁlm ever made in the very
same way ﬁlms like The Omen, The Exorcist or
Alien were marketed to audiences in the 70s.
International cast of worldwide known actors.

Shot in English.
Connected live to a unique
app that for the ﬁrst time in
movie history enriches the
viewing experience, prevents
piracy and can be licensed.

The app
An app to test your fears
The exclusive The Cabinet of Fear
app will rate the viewer’s fears while
watching the movie, and send the
results to the ofﬁcial website.
There they’ll be added to the data
gathered during the live
neurofeedback experiments. Our
ﬁnal goal is to create a scientiﬁc,
world-wide canon of fear that will
be sold as a content itself through
many platforms (books, apps, etc).

The app: this is how it works
At the same time as the overall marketing campaign starts
and becoming a very important part of it, the app is made
available for free to any users that are interested in using it
in cinemas. And only in cinemas (initially, as when the
movie starts its TV and streaming run, the app will be
open): this is crucial, because on the one hand it somehow
prevents piracy (by seducing the viewer, not attacking /
condeming him/her) and creates more awareness towards
the film itself.
Once a person downloads the app, he / she has to register
and afterwards, there is only one part of the content that
unlocks: that of the nearest cinemas showing the film (and
their schedules).
When the viewer decides to actually go to the cinema,
there will be a 3D carton display in the lobby with a
bullseye on the floor. Viewers will have to stand inside the
center of the bullseye to activate the app; and this will
happen in miliseconds as there are no additional
downloads: only the order to unblock (some of) the
content. This way, we create excitement ("I'm there, there
is something truly special going on there"), and make sure
the geolocation aspect works (all lobbies have good wi-fi
connections; but sometimes it fails or is unavailable inside
the cinema room).

Fast forward to the start of the movie. In order to prevent
any kind of problem with the wi-fi connection, the app starts
running through a sound watermark that is played in a
particular channel of one of the amplifiers and at first,
nothing happens (only a message is on display stating
"Stay Tuned").
After the main character faces the first of his fears, the
phone vibrates and shows a short video related to it
(example: if it's fear of dogs, a rabid dog will appear and
bark). After that, nothing. There are 10 fears, therefore the
app will play related images, sounds or videos (it depends
on what is more effective dramatically speaking in every
case), 10 times.
The pattern only changes in two cases: 1) when we are
approaching the middle of the film, the computer
character, Jehova, intercepts the phone and makes the
following text appears: "now I'm taking control of your cell
phone too, you little human". And the screen goes idle
and the phone is blocked for 5 seconds. Then it goes live
again with the message "Scared yet...? Wait and see..."
And 2) The main character's sister is in the cinema room
and the user has to track her down using her camera (it's
what we call augmented reality). When pointing at the
right direction, her image appears overlayed (as in
Pokémon). Then the time comes for the movie to end, and
a new content is unblocked: that of the videos used in the
original neurofeedback test, allowing the users to actually
pass it whenever they want (with the finger on the camera
and flash, as in the heart-rate apps currently available).
The results can be shared publicly or privately, or not
shared at all.

About the author
Jesús Manuel Montané (Barcelona, Spain, 1972) is a filmmaker who's always been
fascinated by the dialogue between traditional storytelling and new technologies. In
1998 he wrote, produced and directed 2.0, a short featuring one of the very first CGI
actresses in movie history. It premiered at Malaga's Spanish Film Festival to rave
reviews.
This work led to many commercial assignments for the likes of Nissan, Sony and
Panasonic. Then, in 2008 and after many years in the making, he released the
CGI feature length movie for TV Godspeed: One: Secret Legacy, which had its
world premiere at Cannes' MIPCOM.
In 2011, he made a great leap with the live action film Ushima-Next, which features
heavy CGI effects and premiered at the Official Section "Noves Visions" of the Sitges
Fantastic Film Festival. It stars noted playwright and Nobel nominee Fernando
Arrabal, who created the "Panic Movement" together with Alejandro Jodorowsky (The
Holy Mountain, produced by John Lennon) and Roland Topor (Fantastic Planet), from
which the movie took its inspiration.

Jesús Manuel Montané
Writer / Producer / Director

Since then he's been creating, directing and shooting advertising campaigns for BASF,
Dolby Laboratories, Nokia and Samsung, among others, and developing the
revolutionary transmedia project The Cabinet of Fear. You're invited to watch the
presentation video at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dR_gaB7I9qA&t=9s

Leading actor
Jamie Campbell Bower, named one of the 50 sexiest men by Glamour Magazine in
2013, landed his first major role in 2007 when he was cast as “Anthony” in
Tim Burton’s Sweeney Todd alongside Johnny Depp. It was only the
beginning of an outstanding career in film, TV and theatre with highlights
including the Twilight and Harry Potter sagas, as well as the first installment of The
Mortal Instruments franchise and the Camelot series.
Selected film works:
The Mortal Instruments (Harald Zwart, 2013)
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows (David Yates, 2010)
Twilight: Breaking Dawn (Bill Condon, 2009)
RocknRolla (Guy Ritchie, 2004)

Jamie Campbell-Bower
Actor / Character: Nick FREE

Supporting actor
Mr. McDowell is one of the most well known actors in the world. Some of his unforgettable
roles include Alex in A Clockwork Orange and H.G. Wells in Time After Time.
Very early in his career, he caught the attention of director Lindsay Anderson who selected him for
the role of a rebellious student in his film If.... (1968). Later on, he starred as the infamous Alex
DeLarge in Stanley Kubrick's A Clockwork Orange (1971), a role that made him an international
star. The success took him to the US, where he has worked non-stop; sci-fi fans will remember
him as Dr. Tolian Soran, the man who killed Captain James T. Kirk in Star Trek: Generations.
Today, with more than 100 films under his belt, he is one of the greatest actors in America.
Selected film works:
Tank Girl (Rachel Talalay, 1995)
The Cat People (Paul Schrader, 2009)
Time After Time (Nicholas Meyer, 1979)
A Clockwork Orange (Stanley Kubrick, 1971)

Malcolm McDowell
Actor / Character: Jehova

Our main partner
"At First International Films, we believe the art of storytelling is the magic that
captivates and transports audiences around the world.
We are driven to create the perfect environment for your art and vision to thrive
by providing A-List production services in new, innovative and cost-effective
ways — YOUR BUDGET WITH LOVE US!
By combining our vast resources and experience in both Hungary and
Hollywood, not to mention globally, First International Films is perfectly
positioned to provide a full, complete suite of elite productions services".

First International Films

First International Films is our main partner. Their very talented team has already
handled everything from legal to crews, locations, budget and secured the tax
rebate for The Cabinet of Fear.

Our studios in Hungary
Origo Film Group has created what is known as the "Hollywood of Europe" in
Hungary. Their crew was key to the success of many worldwide blockbusters
and now is one of the strengths of The Cabinet of Fear.

Origo Film Group

Selected film works:
Blade Runner 2049 (Denis Villeneuve, 2017)
Atomic Blonde (David Leitch, 2017)
Inferno (Ron Howard, 2016)

Main Location

The MareNostrum Supercomputer
The main location of the ﬁlm is an awesome
desacralized church in Barcelona, Spain that,
nowadays, is where the real UPC’s (the
Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya)
supercomputer is installed. A breathtaking set
that will not be easily forgotten.

Product Placement Opportunities
Case Study: The Car (*)
The movie opens with a very intense scene that runs
for 6 minutes, in which Nick FREE's sister drives a car
fast and frantically at night.
During this spectacular sequence, the car becomes a
character itself, much like the myterious truck in Duel
(Steven Spielberg, 1971).
Later on, it will be shown two times more: inside the
chapel, chasing Nick; and in the very last shot of the
movie, when it reappears mysteriously as a distant
but powerful menace.
The marketing opportunities and potential revenues
are endless for a brand willing to associate one of
their cars with The Cabinet of Fear, as our main target
audience (horror fans in their 40s) has the purchasing
power and enjoy buying all sorts of products related to
their favorite movies.
(*) There are countless other opportunities for fashion, computer and software brands.

Excerpts from the storyboard by Hollywood legend Aaron Sims for The Cabinet of Fear.

Conceptual design by Aaron Sims
Aaron Sims is one of the most innovative and
versatile concept artists working in films today. To
industry insiders, he is revered for his multi-faceted
approach to creature development and design. To
audiences, he is the genius behind many of today's
most memorable movie monsters.
For The Cabinet of Fear, he's not only done
storyboards but also the designs of such important
elements as Nick FREE's apartment and computers,
his laptop (see the impressive image to the right), and
the interface that the Jehova entity uses to
communicate.
His work for the film links it to such masterpieces as
2001 and the original Star Wars trilogy, getting
inspiration from the past and creating a new future in
which everything is familiar and at the same time,
dangerous and fresh.

Key contributors

Aaron Sims

Yamantaka Sonic Titan

José Miguel Gaona

Conceptual artist / FX Director
(Rise of the Planet of the Apes,
Spider-Man)

Music / Sound Design

Advisor on Psychiatry

Partners

These companies and institutions have already signed contracts with Outrenoir Entertainment
to fully develop The Cabinet of Fear.

Contact
Jesús Manuel Montané | CEO Outrenoir Entertainment
+34 609.341.965
jesus.manuel.montane@gmail.com

Jordi Rediu | Managing Partner Regal Entertainment
+34 655.469.895
jordi@regalcorporationeu.com

Jordi Carbonell | Producer P15A
+34 657.673.823
jcarbonell@p15a.com

